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By Jonathan Talat Phillips

North Atlantic Books,U.S., United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. When Jonathan Talat Phillips experiences a devastating loss as a countercultural
media activist, he unwittingly starts on a mystical journey marked by underground ayahuasca
ceremonies, kundalini awakenings, prankster spirit guides, extraterrestrial encounters at the
Burning Man festival, and miraculous energy healings that reshape his skeptical worldview. Along
the way, he chronicles the rise of an international movement that is trailblazing visionary ways to
address our current planetary crisis through raised consciousness. To better understand his
spiritual journey, Jonathan delves into his own Christian background, discovering the lost rites of
the mystery schools. Uncovering secret electric meanings behind biblical symbols like the serpent,
dove, and tree of life, he reveals how early Christians utilized a radical initiation process for
harnessing divine energy in order to achieve gnosis, direct knowledge or experience of the divine.
Jonathan suggests that these mystical symbols, which appear in spiritual traditions across the
globe, offer a profound energetic roadmap and alchemical message for personal transformation,
as well as a potential evolutionary shift for our world. About the Imprint: EVOLVER EDITIONS
promotes a new counterculture that recognizes humanity s visionary potential and takes...
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This book is amazing. it was writtern very completely and helpful. Your way of life period is going to be enhance as soon as you full reading this pdf.
-- Antonia  Lindg r en II--  Antonia  Lindg r en II

A brand new e-book with an all new perspective. It typically fails to cost an excessive amount of. I am e ortlessly can get a satisfaction of reading a
composed book.
-- Tur ner  B a yer-- Tur ner  B a yer
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